Abstract. A famous theorem of Harish-Chandra asserts that all invariant eigendistributions on a semisimple Lie group are locally integrable functions. We show that this result and its extension to symmetric pairs are consequences of an algebraic property of a holonomic D-module defined by Hotta and Kashiwara.
Introduction
Let G R be a real semisimple Lie group. An invariant eigendistribution on G R is a distribution which is invariant under the adjoint action of G R and an eigenvalue of every biinvariant differential operator on G R . Any irreducible representation of G R has a character which is an invariant eigendistribution.
A famous theorem of Harish-Chandra [5] asserts that all invariant eigendistributions are locally integrable functions. The classical proof of the theorem is divided in three steps:
(i)Any invariant eigendistribution χ is analytic on the set G rs of regular semisimple points which is a Zariski dense open subset of G R .
(ii)The restriction F of χ to G rs extends to a L 1 loc function on G R . (iii)There is no invariant eigendistribution supported by G R − G rs .
The problem is local and invariant eigendistributions may be studied on the Lie algebra g R of G R . Hotta and Kashiwara defined in [7] a family of holonomic Dmodules on the complexification g of g R whose solutions are the invariant eigendistributions. This module is elliptic on the set g rs of regular semisimple points which shows (i) and using the results of Harish-Chandra they also proved that it is regular.
In [28] , J. Sekiguchi extended partially these results to symmetric pairs. There is an analog to the D-module of Hotta-Kashiwara, which is holonomic and elliptic on the regular semisimple points. But the result of Harish-Chandra do not always extend and Sekiguchi gave a counter-example. He introduced a class of symmetric pairs ("nice pairs") for which he proved (iii), that is no distribution solution is supported by g R − g rs . He also extended the result to hyperfunctions and conjectured that the Hotta-Kashiwara D-module is regular in the case of symmetric pairs. In [19] , we proved this conjecture for all symmetric pairs. This shows, among others, that all hyperfunction solutions are distributions.
In several papers [22] [23] [24] , Levasseur and Stafford gave an algebraic proof of point (iii) for distributions in the case of semisimple groups and in the case of nice symmetric pairs.
The aim of this paper is to show that the Harish-Chandra theorem and its extension to symmetric pairs is a consequence of an algebraic property of the HottaKashiwara D-module. This property is the following:
If M is a holonomic D X -module on a manifold X, to each submanifold Y of X is associated a polynomial which is called the b-function of M along Y (see §1.3 for a precise definition). We say that the module M is tame if there exists a locally finite stratification X = ∪X α such that, for each α, the roots of the b-function of M along X α are greater than the opposite of the codimension of X α .
We show first that the distribution solutions of a tame D-module satisfy properties (i)-(ii)-(iii) (replacing G − G rs by the singular support of M) and second that the Hotta-Kashiwara module is tame. More precisely, we show that it is always tame in the semi-simple case and in the case of symmetric pairs, we find a relation between the roots of the b-functions and some numbers introduced by Sekiguchi. This relation implies that the module is tame for nice pairs. In fact, this is true after an extension of the definition of tame D-module which is given in section 1.5.
In this way, we get a new proof of the results of Harish-Chandra, Sekiguchi and Levasseur-Stafford. Concerning the integrability of solutions in the case of symmetric pairs, no result was known. We get this integrability but we need a condition which is slightly stronger than the condition satisfied by nice pairs (see section 1.7).
Tame D-modules have other nice properties, in particular they have no quotients supported by a hypersurface. In the complex domain, a Nilsson class solution is always a L 2 loc -function.
From the point of view of D-modules, our work establish a new kind of connection between algebraic properties of a holonomic D-module and the growth of its solutions. A result of Kashiwara [11] shows that hyperfunction solutions of a regular D-module are distributions. On the other hand, results of Ramis [25] in the one dimensional case and of one of the authors [18] in the general case, rely on the Gevrey or exponential type of the solutions with the Newton Polygon of the D-module. Here we show that the L p growth of the solutions is given by the roots of the b-functions.
Another interest of our work is to give an example of a family of non trivial holonomic D-modules for which it is possible to calculate explicitly the b-functions.
This paper is divided in three parts. The first section is devoted to the definitions and the statement of the main results. We recall the definition of b-functions in section 1.3, but this is not sufficient in the case of the Hotta-Kashiwara module and we have to extend slightly this definition in section 1.4. Then we define the "tame"-D-modules and give our principal results.
In the second part, we study the relations between the roots of the b-functions and the growth of solutions, proving in particular that the distribution solutions of a tame D-module are locally integrable.
In the third section, we calculate the b-functions of the Hotta-Kashiwara module and show that it is tame. The key point of the proof is the fact that the Fourier transform of the Hotta-Kashiwara module is supported by the nilpotent cone.
The main results

D-modules and generators. Let (X, O [X]
) be a smooth algebraic variety defined over C and (X, O X ) be the underlying complex manifold. We will denote by D [X] the sheaf of differential operators with coefficients in O [X] and D X be the sheaf of differential operators with coefficients in O X . The theories of D [X] modules and D X -modules are very similar, and we refer to [7] for an introduction to holonomic and regular holonomic D [X] -modules. In this paper, we will work mostly with D X -modules but the definitions of section 1 are valid in both cases.
In the theory of D X -modules, what is called the "solutions of a coherent D Xmodule M in a sheaf of functions F " is the derived functor RHom DX (M, F ). In this paper, we will be interested only in its first cohomology group, that is the sheaf Hom DX (M, F ). If M is a cyclic D X -module, the choice of a generator defines an isomorphism M ≃ D X /I where I is a coherent ideal of D X . Then there is a canonical isomorphism between Hom DX (M, F ) and { u ∈ F | ∀P ∈ I, P u = 0 }. But this isomorphism depends on the choice of a generator of M and some properties of solutions of partial differential equations as to be a L 2 -function depend on this choice. So, we will always consider D X -modules explicitly written as D X /I or D X -modules with a given set of generators for which there is no ambiguity.
A similar situation will be found when defining the b-functions in section 1.3. . But this sheaf is canonically isomorphic to the direct image by the projection p : T Y X → Y of the sheaf O [TYX] of holomorphic functions on the normal bundle T Y X polynomial in the fibers of p (in the algebraic case, it is the sheaf O TYX of functions on T Y X). In this way gr V D X is a subsheaf of p * Hom C (O [TYX] , O [TYX ]) and it is easily verified in coordinates that this subsheaf is exactly the sheaf of differential operators with coefficients in O [TYX] :
The graduate associated to the filtration (D X,m ) is grD X ≃ π * O T * X where π : T * X → X is the cotangent bundle in the algebraic case and the sheaf π * O [T * X] of holomorphic functions polynomial in the fibers of π in the analytic case.
Let M be a coherent D X -module. A good filtration of M is a filtration which is locally finitely generated that is locally of the form :
where u 1 , . . . , u N are (local) sections of M and m 1 , . . . , m N integers.
It is well known that if (M m ) is a good filtration of M, the associated graduate grM is a coherent grD X -module, that is a coherent π * O [T * X] -module and defines the characteristic variety of M which is a subvariety of T * X. This subvariety is involutive for the canonical symplectic structure of T * X and a D X -module is said to be holonomic if its characteristic variety is lagrangian that is of minimal dimension. If M is holonomic, its sheaf of endomorphisms End DX (M) = Hom DX (M, M) is constructible, that is there is a stratification of X for which End DX (M) is locally constant and finite dimensional on each stratum.
In the same way, a good V -filtration of M is a filtration of M associated to the V -filtration of D X which is locally finitely generated that is locally : [10] . Moreover it may be proved that if M is holonomic then p
is locally finite dimensional. This b-function depends on the choice of the V -filtration but its roots are independent of the choice of the V -filtration on M up to translations by integers. If I is a coherent ideal of D X , the D X -module M = D X /I is provided with the canonical V -filtration induced by the V -filtration of D X and then the b-function of M = D X /I is canonically defined.
In the same way, if M is specializable and u is a section of M, the submodule D X u of M is specializable [16] and it has a canonical V -filtration given by (V k D X u) k∈Z , hence the b-function of u is canonically defined. Let θ be any differential operator on X whose class in gr
is (locally) finite dimensional. Thus the endomorphism Θ has (locally) a minimal polynomial which is, by definition, a b-function of M. This means that holonomic D X -modules are specializable along any submanifold Y .
If Y is a hypersurface with local coordinates such that Y = { (x, t) ∈ X | t = 0 }, the equation 1.3.1 is written as :
If Y has codimension d greater than 1, this equation is :
A section u is said to be 1-specializable (or to have a "regular b-function") if it satisfies an equation 1.3.1 with an operator P whose order is less or equal to the degree of the polynomial b. The b-function is "monodromic" if u satisfies an equation 1.3.1 with P = 0.
A holonomic D X -module has always b-functions but in general, it has no regular b-function (except if the module is regular holonomic [12] ).
A monodromic b-function is less usual. It is coordinate dependent, more precisely it depends on an identification of a neighborhood of Y in X and a neighborhood of Y in T Y X, e.g. a fiber bundle structure of X over Y . Remark 1.3.4. Let f : X → C be a holomorphic function. The b-function of f is usually defined as the generator of the ideal of polynomials satisfying an equation
. This b-function appears as a special case of the previous definition if we consider the holonomic
1.4. Quasi-b-functions. In this paper, we will use a new kind of b-functions. In fact, we want to replace the Euler vector field by a vector field n i t i D ti . For example, let ϕ : X → X be defined in a coordinate system (x, t) by (x, t) → (x, s 1 = t n1 1 , . . . , s p = t np p ) for some positive integers (n 1 , . . . , n p ), Y = {s = 0}, Y = {t = 0} and M a holonomic D X -module. It is known that the inverse image ϕ * M is a holonomic D X -module, then ϕ * M will have a b-function along Y and by direct image we will get a b-function for M but with A differential operator P on T Y X is homogeneous of degree 0 if for any function f homogeneous of degree k in the fibers of p, P f is homogeneous of degree k.
In particular, a vector field η on T Y X which is a relative differential operator homogeneous of degree 0 defines a morphism from the set of homogeneous functions of degree 1 into itself which commutes with the action of p
) and thus an endomorphism of the dual fiber bundle T * Y X. Let (x, t) be coordinates of X such that Y = { (x, t) ∈ X | t = 0 }. Let (x, τ ) be the corresponding coordinates of T Y X. Then η is written as :
and the matrix A = (a ij (x)) is the matrix of the associated endomorphism of O TYX [1] which is a locally free
Its conjugation class is thus independent of the choice of coordinates (x, t), as well as its eigenvalues which will be called the eigenvalues of the vector field η. Definition 1.4.1. A vector field η on T Y X is definite positive with respect to Y on U ⊂ Y if it is a relative differential operator homogeneous of degree 0 whose eigenvalues are strictly positive rational numbers and which is locally diagonalizable as an endomorphism of O TYX [1] . We denote by T r( η) the trace of η.
A structure of local fiber bundle of X over Y is an analytic isomorphism between a neighborhood of Y in X and a neighborhood of Y in T Y X. For example a local system of coordinates defines such an isomorphism. ii) There is a structure of local fiber bundle of X over Y which identifies η and σ Y (η).
The eigenvalues and the trace of η will be, by definition, those of σ Y (η).
It is proved in [16, proposition 5.2.2] that in the case where σ Y (η) is the Euler vector field ϑ of T Y X the condition (ii) is always satisfied and that the local fiber bundle structure of X over Y is essentially unique for a given η, but this is not true in general.
We will now assume that X is provided with such a vector field η. Let β = a/b the rational number with minimum positive integers a and b such that the eigenvalues of β If σ Y (η) is the Euler vector field of T Y X, this definition is essentially equivalent to the definition of the previous section. However, the V -filtration is defined on the sheaf D X | Y of differential operators defined in a neighborhood of Y while, for a given vector field η, the V η -filtration is defined on any open set where η is defined. That is why it will be useful to consider the second definition even in the case of the Euler vector field.
If η is given, we may locally diagonalize σ Y (η) and identify η with σ Y (η), that is assume that η = n i t i D ti and we may assume that the n i are integers after multiplication of η by an integer. In this case, the direct image by the ramification ϕ associated to the n i of a b-function for ϕ * M is a b(η)-function for M, hence such a b(η)-function always exists locally for holonomic D X -module. The module M is tame along Y if it is δ-tame for δ = 1.
Let η be a vector field on X which is definite positive with respect to a submanifold Y (definition 1.4.2). A subvariety of X is conic for η if it is invariant under the flow of η, that is given by equations (f 1 , . . . , f l ) satisfying ηf i = k i f i for some integers k 1 , . . . , k l . Definition 1.5.2. The cyclic module M is conic-tame (resp. δ-conic-tame) along Y if Y is open in X or if there exists a vector field η on X which is definite positive with respect to Y such that:
(i) there is a b(η)-function for M whose roots are all strictly greater than −T r(η) (resp. −T r(η)/δ)
(ii) the singular support of M is conic for η.
Let us recall that the singular support of M is set of points of X where its characteristic variety Ch(M) is not contained in the zero section of T * X. If M is holonomic, its singular support is a nowhere dense subvariety of X. A stratification of the manifold X is a union X = α X α such that
• For each α, X α is a complex algebraic (analytic) subset of X and X α is its regular part.
conic-tame, δ-tame, conic-δ-tame) if there is a stratification X = X α of X such that M is tame (resp. conic-tame, δ-tame, conic-δ-tame) along any stratum X α .
In the next sections, we will find D X -modules which satisfy a weaker condition: Definition 1.5.5. The module M is weakly tame if there is a stratification X = X α of X such that for all α, one of the two following conditions is satisfied:
Xα X is not contained in the characteristic variety of M.
Here, π α is the projection T * X → X and T * Xα X is the conormal bundle to X α . Any tame D X -module is clearly weakly tame. The following properties will be proved in the section 2: As pointed in section 1.1, if M is a cyclic D X -module D X /I, the solutions are defined as the common solutions of all operators in I. Here "solutions" means solutions in the usual meaning and do not concern the Ext k of the module for k > 0. Any distribution solution of M is analytic where M is elliptic [27] that is outside the singular support of M. So, if M is tame the distributions solutions of M are uniquely characterized by their restriction to the complementary of the singular support of M. These theorems as well as the following proposition will be proved in section 2. Remark 1.5.11. If M is a regular holonomic D-module as defined by KashiwaraKawaï [13] , all multivalued holomorphic solutions of M on X − Z have polynomial growth along Z [13] and all hyperfunction solutions are distributions [11] . In this case, theorems 1.5.8, 1.5.9 and proposition 1.5.10 apply to all multivalued holomorphic solutions and hyperfunction solutions.
1.6. The Harish-Chandra theorem. Let G R be a real semisimple Lie group and g R be its Lie algebra. An invariant eigendistribution T on G R is a distribution which satisfies:
• T is invariant under conjugation by elements of G R .
• T is an eigendistribution of every biinvariant differential operator P on G R , i.e. there is a scalar λ such that P T = λT .
The main example of such distributions is the character of an irreducible representation of G R . A famous theorem of Harish-Chandra asserts that all invariant eigendistributions are L 1 loc -functions on G R [5] . Let us now explain what is the Hotta-Kashiwara D-module [7] . Let G be a connected complex semisimple group with Lie algebra g. The group acts on g by the adjoint action hence on the space O(g) of polynomial functions on g which is identified to the symmetric algebra S(g * ) of the dual space g * . By Chevalley theorem, the space O(g) G ≃ S(g * ) G of invariant polynomials is equal to a polynomial algebra C[P 1 , . . . , P l ] where P 1 , . . . , P l are algebraically independent polynomials of O(g) G and l is the rank of g. In the same way, the space
G . The differential of the adjoint action on g induces a Lie algebra homomorphism τ : g → DerS(g * ) by:
is the vector field on g whose value at x ∈ g is [x, a].
An element a of g defines also a vector field with constant coefficients on g by:
By multiplication, this extends to an injective morphism from S(g) to the algebra of differential operators with constant coefficients on g. We will identify S(g) with its image and denote by P (D x ) the image of P ∈ S(g).
For λ ∈ g * , the Hotta-Kashiwara module M F λ is the quotient of D g by the ideal generated by τ (g) and by the operators Q(
A result of Harish-Chandra [6, lemma 24] shows that there is an equivalence between the invariant eigendistributions and the solutions of the Hotta-Kashiwara modules. More precisely, there is an analytic function ϕ on g, invertible on a neighborhood of 0, such that u is an invariant eigendistribution if and only if X → ϕ(X)u (exp(X)) is a distribution solution of a Hotta-Kashiwara module.
The definition of Hotta-Kashiwara extends to:
We denote by I F the ideal of D g generated by τ (g) and by F , this defines the coherent D g -module
The filtration induced on F by the filtration of the differential operators is the same than the filtration of the symmetric algebra S(g). If F is finite codimensional, its graduate is a power of S + (g) G , the set of non constant elements of S(g) G , hence defines the nilpotent cone N(g * ) of g * . The cotangent bundle T * g is identified with g × g * and g * to g by the Killing form, then if N(g) is the nilpotent cone of g, the characteristic variety of M F is [7, 4.8.3 .]:
In particular, if g rs is the set of regular semisimple elements in g, M F is elliptic on g rs and the singular support of M F is the algebraic variety g ′ = g − g rs = { x ∈ g | ∆(x) = 0 } where ∆ is defined as follows. If n = dim g, we set for x ∈ g:
where ad x is the adjoint action of x on g that is ad x(z) = [x, z]. The rank l of g is the smallest integer r such that p r ≡ 0 and ∆(x) ≡ p l (x) is the equation of g ′ . If g R is a real semisimple Lie algebra and g its complexification, ∆(x) is a polynomial on g which is real on g R hence g ′ is the complexification of g ′ R . The invariant eigenfunctions on g R are distributions solutions of M F , in particular they are ana-
The main result of this section is :
As a consequence we get the theorem of Harish-Chandra:
(1) There is no invariant eigendistribution supported by g
It has been proved in [19] that the module M F is a regular holonomic D g -module. This implies that the results of corollary 1.6.3 are true for hyperfunction solutions as well as for distributions. 
This implies that the distribution solutions of M F are L δ loc -functions for δ < δ(g). 1.7. Symmetric pairs. Let G be a connected complex reductive algebraic Lie group with Lie algebra g. Fix a non-degenerate, G-invariant symmetric bilinear form κ on the reductive Lie algebra g such that κ is the Killing form on the semisimple Lie algebra [g, g] . Fix an involutive automorphism σ of g preserving κ and set k = Ker(σ − I), p = Ker(σ + I). Then g = k ⊕ p and the pair (g, k) or (g, σ) is called a symmetric pair. As k is a reductive Lie subalgebra of g, it is the Lie algebra of a connected reductive subgroup K of G. This group K acts on p via the adjoint action and the differential of this action induces a Lie algebra homomorphism τ : k → DerS(p * ) by:
(see [24] for the details) If the group is G × G for some semisimple group G and σ is given by σ(x, y) = (y, x), then K ≃ G, p ≃ g and we find the definitions of section 1.6. We will call this case the "diagonal case". In fact, the previous section is a special case of this one but we give the definitions in the two cases for the reader's convenience. Let x = s + n be the Jordan decomposition of x ∈ p, that is s is semi-simple, n is nilpotent and [s, n] = 0. As this decomposition is unique, if x ∈ p then s and n are both elements of p. The element x is said to be regular if the codimension of its orbit K.x is minimal, this minimum is the rank of the pair (g, k) or of p. The set p rs = g rs ∩ p of semisimple regular elements of p is Zariski dense and its complementary p ′ is defined by a K-invariant polynomial equation ∆(x) = 0 [15] . If (g, k) is a complexification of a real symmetric pair, this equation is real on the real space.
The set N(p) of nilpotent elements of p is a cone. If O + (p) K is the space of non constant invariant polynomials on p, then N(p) is equal to:
The set of nilpotent orbits is finite and define a stratification of N(p) [15] . By an extension of the Chevalley theorem, the space O(p) K is a polynomial algebra C[P 1 , . . . , P l ] where P 1 , . . . , P l are algebraically independent polynomials of O(p) K and l is the rank of p.
If F is a finite codimensional ideal of O(p * ) K = S(p) K , the module M F is the quotient of D p by the ideal generated by τ (k) and by F . M F is a holonomic D p -module [24] whose characteristic variety is contained in:
Its singular support is p ′ = p − p rs . We proved in [19] that the module M F is always regular (hence the hyperfunctions solutions are distributions) but in some cases it has non zero solutions with support a hypersurface (see [28] or [24] for an example) hence is not always tame.
We will show that the roots of the b-functions are bounded below and the bounds will be calculated from the numbers λ p (x) defined by Sekiguchi [28] [24] .
Let x ∈ N(p), an extension of the Jacobson-Morosov theorem [15] shows that there exists a normal S-triple containing x, that is there exist y ∈ p and h ∈ k such that [x, y] = h, [h, x] = 2x and [h, y] = −2y. Set s = Ch ⊕ Cx ⊕ Cy ≃ sl 2 (C). The s-module g decomposes as g = s j=1 E(λ j ), where E(λ j ) is a simple s-module of highest weight λ j ∈ N. We can choose a basis (
If g is semisimple, we define [24] :
The number m is the dimension of the space p y and s is the dimension of g y . By proposition 5 in [15] we have s = 2m − k where k = 2 dim p − dim g is independent of y.
Recall that a non zero nilpotent x ∈ p is said p-distinguished if p x ⊂ N(p). As the number of nilpotent orbits is finite, there is only a finite number of distinct numbers λ p (x) for x ∈ N(p) and we set:
is a symmetric pair withg semisimple and we set λ p = λp, we will also consider the "reduced dimension" of p that is dim 0 p = dimp.
Let s ∈ p be semisimple, then g s = k s ⊕ p s is a symmetric pair and we define:
(this minimum is again taken over a finite set). Let x be a point of p with Jordan decomposition x = s+n, we set λ p (x) = λ p s (n) In section 3.2, we will define a finite stratification of p and to each stratum Σ we will associate a vector field η Σ definite positive with respect to Σ such that p − p rs is conic relatively to η Σ . If x = s + n is the Jordan decomposition, the numbers µ p s , λ p (x) = λ p s (n) and dim 0 p s are independent of x ∈ Σ. We will denote µ Σ = µ p s and t Σ = (λ p s (n) + dim 0 p s )/2. The main result of this paper is the following which will be proved in section 3.4:
The space p admits a finite stratification and to each stratum Σ is associated a vector field η Σ definite positive with respect to Σ and such that p − p rs is conic relatively to
-function along each stratum Σ whose roots are greater or equal to µ Σ . Remark 1.7.3. In the proof, we will see that the polynomial b depend only on the semisimple part of any x ∈ Σ, in particular b is the same for all nilpotent orbits.
The difference between the two corollaries is that in the first one we ask that λ p (x) > 0 for elements x whose nilpotent part is distinguished, while in the second the condition λ p (x) > 0 is required for all elements. In the diagonal case, that is in the case of a semisimple Lie group G acting on its Lie algebra g, we have dim g = s i=1 (λ i + 1) hence if x is nilpotent, λ p (x) is equal to the codimension of the orbit of x. This number is thus always positive and theorem 1.6.2 is a special case of corollary 1.7.5.
In the general case, Sekiguchi defined in [28] a class of symmetric pairs, called "nice pairs", for which he proved that λ p s > 0 for any s ∈ p semisimple. So, in the case of nice pairs, the module M F is weakly tame.
Consider now a real symmetric pair g R = k R ⊕ p R , its complexification is a complex symmetric pair as defined before (see [28] for the details). Then we may consider the distributions or the hyperfunctions on p R which are solutions of the module M F .
Corollary 1.7.6. Under the condition of corollary 1.7.4 we have:
(
The module M F has no quotient supported by p ′ = p − p rs . and under the condition of corollary 1.7.5 we have moreover:
The first point has been proved by Sekiguchi [28] and Levasseur-Stafford [24] . The third point is new and may be improved by: Corollary 1.7.7. Let δ(p) be the minimum of −t Σ /µ Σ over all strata Σ. The module M F is δ-tame for any δ < δ(p). Remark 1.7.8. If the roots of the b-functions of a module M F are not integers, as in the example of Levasseur-Stafford [24, Remarks after theorem 3.8], the module will satisfy points 1) and 2) of corollary 1.7.6 by remark 2.3.1, but the solutions will not be L 1 loc if the module is not tame. As in the previous section, the module M F is a regular holonomic D g -module by [19] , hence all these results are true for hyperfunction solutions as well as for distributions. 
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on
α is in the left ideal generated by t α for |α| = N +1. As There is a similar result for quasi-b-functions which we will prove now. Let us first recall that, if Y is a submanifold of X and i :
Here Ω X is he sheaf of differential forms of maximum degree on X. We will consider D Y →X and D X←Y as D X -modules supported by Y . (ii) If all the integer roots of b are strictly negative then P is an isomorphism of
Proof. Let us fix local coordinates of X such that 
Decomposing b into linear factors we have to show that η+a is bijective if a < T r(η) or if a is not an integer which is clear. We consider now a left D Y -module N and define a filtration by 
We consider now a real analytic manifold M and a complexification X of M . The sheaf of distributions on M will be denoted by Db M . Proof. Let u be a distribution solution supported by Y ∩ M . As Y ∩ M is an analytic subset of M , we may assume that the support of u is contained in an analytic subset N of M and prove the proposition by descending induction on the dimension of N . So, we take a point x of the regular part of N and will prove that u vanishes in a neighborhood of x. We may thus assume that N is smooth and denote by N C the complexification of N which is a complex submanifold of Y .
A distribution supported by N is written in a unique way as
where a α (x) is a distribution on N and δ (α) (t) is a derivative of the Dirac distribution δ(t) on N . In fact, we have
So, if an operator P satisfies the conditions of the first part of lemma 2.2.2, it defines an isomorphism of Γ N (Db M ).
In the present situation, there is a surjective morphism:
where P satisfies these conditions, hence Hom DX (M, Γ N (Db M )) = 0. In the case of hyperfunctions, we have Proof. We choose local coordinates (y, t) of X such that ∆ ≡ t and we may choose an operator P = b(tD t ) + tQ(y, t, D y , tD t ) such that P f = 0 and b is the b-function of M.
As M is elliptic on X − Y all solutions of M are holomorphic on X − Y and all solutions on an open subset of X − Y extend uniquely to the whole of X − Y as ramified functions around Y . As M is holonomic the set of solutions is locally finite dimensional on X − Y and thus the solutions are of finite determination and may be written as finite sums:
ch. IV] for the details).
If W is a neighborhood of Y which can be identified with a neighborhood of the zero section of T Y X, this decomposition is unique on W and the space of sums t λ j f j (y, t) log(t) j for fixed λ is invariant by D X , hence each of these terms in f is a solution on W − Y . So, we may now assume that
If f is a distribution, f is in the Nilsson class, that is the functions f j are meromorphic [3] . In the same way, if the b-function is regular, all solutions on X − Y extend uniquely as Nilsson class solutions [17, theorem 3.2.11.].
Thus we may adjust the number λ so that all f j (y, t) are holomorphic and at least one of f j (y, 0) is not identically 0. Let m ≤ n the highest integer such that f m−1 (y, 0) ≡ 0. We write f j (y, t) = k≥0 f jk (y)t k . Then the equation P f = 0 gives:
This implies that λ is a root of b and that m is less or equal to the multiplicity of the root. If m < n and k 0 is the valuation of f n−1 (y, t) at t = 0, we still have b(tD t )f n−1,k0 (y)t λ+k0 log(t) n−1 = 0 and this implies that λ + k 0 is another root of b with multiplicity at least n. We have proved that the solutions are locally of the form 
2.3.
Application to Tame D-modules. We will now prove the results announced in section 1.5.
Proof of theorems 1.5.6 and 1. 5.7 . Let N be a non zero quotient of M which is supported by a hypersurface of X. If Z is the singular support of M, M is locally isomorphic to some power O l X on X − Z, hence N is supported by Z. Now we consider the stratification of definition 1.5.5. Let d be the minimum of the codimension of the strata on which N is a non zero module. We can choose a point of a stratum of codimension d where N is not 0. But if we apply proposition 2.2.3 or proposition 2.2.6 to this stratum we get a contradiction. Theorem 1.5.7 is proved exactly in the same way using propositions 2.2.5 and 2.2.6. Remark 2.3.1. This proof uses propositions 2.2.3 and 2.2.5 hence if the roots of the b-functions are not integers, the result is still true even if they are less than the codimension of the stratum.
Proof of theorem 1.5.8. Let f (x) be a multivalued holomorphic function on X − Z solution of M = D X /I. The argument follows by induction on the codimension of the strata of the stratification given in the hypothesis. From proposition 2.2.7, we know that f is L 2 loc on a neighborhood of the smooth part of Z. Now, let S be a stratum and a a point of S. By definition of a stratification, there is a neighborhood V of a where all strata except S are of codimension strictly lower than the codimension of S, thus f is L 2 loc on V − S. We may assume that V is compact, then f is L 2 on V − Ω for any neighborhood Ω of S. We want to prove that f is L 2 on V that is on V − Z because Z is negligible. From the hypothesis, after shrinking V , there are local coordinates on V and integers (n 1 , . . . , n d ) such that:
. . , t d ) with weights (n 1 , . . . , n d ) c) M admits a quasi-b-function with weights (n 1 , . . . , n d ) and roots greater than − n i , that is there exists a polynomial b whose roots are > − n i and a differential operator
We decompose V − Z into a finite number of simply connected quasi-cones such that on each of them, there is one of the coordinates t 1 , . . . , t d which does not vanish. Let Γ be one of them and assume that t 1 is the non-vanishing coordinate. Consider coordinates (x, s) defined by t 1 = s 
In these coordinates, the vector field η is equal to
that is of a b-function relative to the hypersurface {s 1 = 0} whose roots are greater than − n i . So, we can apply proposition 2.2.7 and we find that f has the form:
where the complex numbers α i are roots of b and the functions f ij (x, s) are holomorphic on W × C.
As V − Z is the finite union of sets like Γ, it is enough to show that f is L 2 on Γ. The functions f ij (x, s)s αi 1 log(s 1 ) j are linear combinations of the determinations of the multivalued function f hence if f is L 2 loc on V − Z, the same is true for each of them. So we may assume that f is equal to f 0 (x, s)s
The function f 0 (x, s) is L 2 on W × {ε < |s 1 | < δ} for any ε > 0 and holomorphic Therefore, u extends to a ramified holomorphic solution f of M on U − Z where U is an open subset of X. In the following we may replace X by U and assume that X = U . As u is a distribution, f has moderate growth on a neighborhood of M ∩ Z, hence f is a L 2 loc function according to theorem 1.5.8. If the given stratification of Z is the complexification of a real stratification, we may use the same proof than 1.5.8. In the general case, theorem 1.5.9 is the direct consequence of theorem 1.5.8 and of the following lemma. 3. Semisimple Lie Algebras and symmetric pairs 3.1. Stratification of a semisimple algebra. In this section, we will define the stratification which will be used to prove that the Hotta-Kashiwara module is tame. This stratification is well known, see [1] for example.
Let G be a connected complex semisimple algebraic Lie group with Lie algebra g. The orbits in g are the orbits of the adjoint action of G.
An element x of g is said to be semisimple (resp. nilpotent) if ad(x) is semisimple (resp ad(x) is nilpotent). Any x ∈ g may be decomposed in a unique way as x = s+n where s is semisimple, n is nilpotent and [s, n] = 0 (Jordan decomposition). x is said to be regular if the dimension of its centralizer g x = { y ∈ g | [x, y] = 0 } is minimal, that is equal to the rank of g.
As pointed in §1.6, the set g rs of semisimple regular elements of g is Zariski dense and its complementary g ′ is defined by a G-invariant polynomial equation ∆(x) = 0. If g is a complexification of a real algebra g R , this equation is real on g R .
The set N(g) of nilpotent elements of g is a cone. Let O + (g) G be the space of non constant invariant polynomials on g, then N(g) is equal to:
The set of nilpotent orbits is finite and define a stratification of N [14, Cor 3.7.].
We fix a Cartan subalgebra h of g and denote by W the Weyl group W (g, h) . The Chevalley theorem shows that O(g)
G is equal to C[P 1 , . . . , P l ] where (P 1 , . . . , P l ) are algebraically independent invariant polynomials and l is the rank of g, that the set of polynomials on h invariant under W is O(h) W = C[p 1 , . . . , p l ] where p j is the restriction to h of P j and that the restriction map
. The space h/W is thus isomorphic to C l . Let Φ = Φ(g, h) be the root system associated to h. For each α ∈ Φ we denote by g α the root subspace corresponding to α and by h α the subset [g α , g −α ] of h (they are all 1-dimensional).
Let F be the set of the subsets P of Φ which are closed and symmetric that is such that (P + P ) ∩ Φ ⊂ P and P = −P . For each P ∈ F we define h P = α∈P h α ,
The following results are well-known (see [4, Ch VIII, §3]): a) q P = h P + g P is a semisimple Lie subalgebra of g stable under ad h and h ⊥ P is an orthocomplement of h P for the Killing form, h P is a Cartan subalgebra of q P . The Weyl group W P of (q P , h P ) is identified to the subgroup W ′ of W of elements whose restriction to h ⊥ P is the identity [29, theorem 4.15.17] . b) h + g P is a reductive Lie subalgebra of g stable under ad h. For any s ∈ h
there exists a subset P of Φ which is closed and symmetric such that g s = h + g P . P is unique up to a conjugation by W . To each P ∈ F and each nilpotent orbit O of q P we associate a conic subset of g (3.1.1)
where G.(x + O) is the union of orbits of points x + O.
This proposition is a special case of proposition 3.2.1 and we refer to it for the proof. Let us describe some of the strata:
• If P = ∅, there is one associated stratum which is the set g rs of all regular semisimple points of g.
• If P = {−α, α}, q P is isomorphic to sl 2 and if O is the non-zero orbit of q P , S (P,O) is exactly the stratum of codimension 1 which is the smooth part of g ′ the hypersurface of equation ∆(x) = 0 (cf. §1.6).
• IfP = Φ, q P = g and the strata S (P,O) are the nilpotent orbits of g.
3.2.
Stratification of a symmetric pair. Let (g, k) be a symmetric pair with g = k ⊕ p. A Cartan subspace a of p is a maximal abelian subspace of p consisting of semisimple elements. Its dimension coincide with the rank l of p. If W = N K (a)/Z K (a) is the associated Weyl group, the Chevalley restriction theorem gives an isomorphism O(p)
where (P 1 , . . . , P l ) are algebraically independent invariant polynomials. We denote by V the vector space
, by ̟ : p → V the projection and by ̟ 0 : a → V its restriction.
For α ∈ a * , we set
The restricted root space Φ = Φ (g, a) is the set of α ∈ a * such that g α = 0. The dimension of g α is not necessarily 1 as in the diagonal case but we have the following results [26] :
a)The Cartan subspaces of p are all conjugated by K and any semisimple element of p belongs to one of them. b)Let m = Z k (a) be the centralizer of a in k, then:
∩ k and, if Φ + is the set of positive roots for some total order on a * , we have:
Let P ∈ Φ be symmetric and closed. Define
′ , then g s = m ⊕ a ⊕ g P and p s = a ⊕ p P . Conversely, let s ∈ a be semisimple and define P = { α ∈ Φ | α(s) = 0 }. Then P is closed and symmetric and g
s defines a symmetric pair with the same rank and the group acting on p s is K s . To each P ⊂ Φ closed and symmetric and to each nilpotent orbit O of a ⊕ p P , we associate a conic subset of p: 
Remark 3.2.2. If g is a reductive Lie algebra which is not semisimple, let c be the center of g and setg = [g, g],p = p ∩g,k = k∩g,ã = a ∩p and c p = p ∩c. Then (g,k) is a symmetric pair withg semisimple andg =k ⊕p. We have g = c ⊕g, p = c p ⊕p and a = c p ⊕ã. Moreover Φ(g, a) = Φ(g,ã) and a set S (P,O) in p is exactly the direct sum of c p and of the corresponding set S (P,O) inp. The stratification of p is thus the direct sum of c p and of the stratification ofp.
Let s ∈ p be semisimple. The previous remark apply to p s : [24] . Remark also that N(p s ) = N(p) ∩ p s and a ∈ p s is semisimple in g s if and only if a is semisimple in g.
Lemma 3.2.3. (i)There is a neighborhood Ω of s and an open embedding
This lemma is an easy consequence of prop. 3.4.5 and its proof is postponed to section 3.4.
Proof of proposition 3.2.1. (i) The set (a
′ is transversal to the K-orbits of p, hence each set S (P,O) is a smooth locally closed subvariety of p.
(ii) As the set of subsets P and the set of nilpotent orbits of each p s are both finite, there is also a finite number of sets S (P,O) .
(iii) If x ∈ p and x = s + n is the Jordan decomposition, the semisimple part s belongs to a Cartan subspace of p. As they are all conjugated we may assume s ∈ a. As remarked befoer, there is some P such that
Remark that for i = 1, 2, x i is semisimple, n i is nilpotent and [x i , n i ] = 0. By unicity of the Jordan decomposition this implies
(v) Let S 1 = S (P1,O1) and S 2 = S (P2,O2) be two distinct strata such that
′ and n ∈ O 1 . We may replace x by s + n and assume s + n ∈ S 1 ∩ S 2 .
The projection ̟ 0 : a → V is closed and the set a
) contains S 2 and thus its closure S 2 . Therefore
). By definition of ̟ 0 , this means that there exists σ ∈ W such that s σ ∈ a ⊥ P2 . We may replace x by x σ , P 1 by P 1 σ and assume
and p P2 ⊂ p P1 . Now we apply lemma 3.2.3. As S 1 and S 2 are both union of K-orbits, they are locally (i.e. in Ω) the product of K.s by their intersection with p s . So S 2 ∩ p s = S 2 ∩ p s and to prove that S 1 ⊂ S 2 it suffices to prove that
. So we may now replace p by p s that is assume that P 1 = Φ. By remark 3.2.2, we may assume that p is reduced, and in this case with P 1 = Φ, S 1 is a nilpotent orbit of p. As S 2 is invariant under the action of K, if a point of
This proof is valid only in the neighborhood Ω of s. If x = s + n is a point of S 1 ∩ S 2 but not in Ω, as the set of nilpotent points ofp is a cone, there is some
This shows that S 1 ∩ S 2 is an open subset of S 1 , as it is also a closed subset and S 1 is connected, we have S 1 ∩ S 2 = ∅ or S 1 ⊂ S 2 .
3.3. Fourier transform. We recall here a few things about the Fourier transform of D-modules after [7] . Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over V and D [V ] the sheaf of algebraic differential operators on V . Then
where
is the ring of polynomials on V and C[V * ] = S(V ) is identified to the ring of constant coefficient operators on V . In this way Γ(V, D [V ] ) is the Calgebra generated by V ⊕ V * with the relations
. We denote by P the image of P ∈ Γ(V, D [V ] ) under this isomorphism.
The category of coherent D 
, that is a vector field u on V and if the trace of v is 0, u is the vector field associated to the transpose t u : Assume now that we are given a symmetric pair (g, k) and that V = p. The bilinear form κ defines an isomorphism p ≃ p * which exchanges the morphism ad a : p → p and its adjoint for any a ∈ k. With this identification, the Fourier transform is an isomorphism of Γ(p, D [p] ) onto itself. If a ∈ k, then τ (a) is the vector field on p defined by the linear morphism ad a whose trace is null hence by what we said, its Fourier transform is −τ (a). On the other hand, the isomorphism p ≃ p * extends to a K-isomorphism S(p) ≃ S(p * ) hence defines an isomorphism κ : S(p) K ≃ S(p * ) K . We get:
be the quotient of D [p] by the ideal generated by τ (k) and F . Its Fourier transform is the quotient of D [p] by the ideal generated by
Let us denote by
We will call this module the Fourier transform of M F .
3.4.
Proof of main theorems. Consider a symmetric pair (g, k) with g = k ⊕ p, g semi-simple, and a nilpotent point x ∈ p. Let O be the orbit of x under the action of K. As in section 1.7, we consider a normal sl 2 -triple (h, x, y) which defines a basis (y 1 , . . . , y r ) of p y such that [h,
Lemma 3.4.1. There are local coordinates (z 1 , . . . , z n−r , t 1 , . . . , t r ) of p near x such that:
is definite positive with respect to O and its trace is equal to (λ p (x) + dim p)/2.
(iv) The Euler vector field θ of p is equal to
Proof. Let x ∈ O and (h, x, y) a normal sl 2 -triple. Let V be a linear subspace of k such that k = V ⊕ k x and h is in V . Let b 1 , . . . , b n−r be a basis of V with b n−r = h. The map F : C n−r × C r → p given by
is a local isomorphism hence defines local coordinates of p. In these coordinates, O is { (z, t) | t = 0 } and the vector fields D z1 , . . . , D zn−r are in the ideal of D p generated by τ (k) [28, lemma 3.7.] . The numbers λ i are nonnegative integers hence η O is definite positive with respect to O and its trace is equal to (λ p (x) + dim p)/2 by definition of λ p (x).
By definition, the Euler vector field θ of p acts as θ(f )(u) = d ds f (e s u)| s=0 in linear coordinates u of p, hence in coordinates (z, t):
We have [h, x] = 2x and [h, y i ] = −λ i y i hence exp(sh).(x + t i y i ) = e 2s x + e −λis t i y i therefore, as b n−r = h this gives:
. . , z n−r−1 , z n−r + s/2, e s(λ1/2+1) t 1 , . . . , e s(λr /2+1) t r ) = e s F (z, t) and thus
Let F be a finite codimensional ideal of S(p) K and assume that F is graduate.
Let M F be the Fourier transform of the module M F . By proposition 3.3.2, it is the quotient of D p by the ideal generated by τ (k) and byκ(F ). Asκ(F ) is graduate and of finite codimension it contains a power of
Defineλ p as the minimum of λ p (x) over all nilpotents x ∈ p. Proof. The module M F is supported by N(p) which is a finite union of nilpotent orbits [15] . By descending induction on the dimension of these orbits, we have to prove that if v is a section of M In the diagonal case, we get: The roots of the b-function of M F at {0} are lower or equal to −(rank g + dim g)/2 and the roots of the b-function of M F at {0} are greater or equal to
Proof. In the case of a semisimple Lie group G acting on its Lie algebra g we have dim g = In the diagonal case, the numbers λ p (defined in section 1.7) andλ p are equal. In the general case, we will use the fact that a non distinguished nilpotent point commutes with semisimple points to get a better result than proposition 3.4.2. Before doing this we have to study the module M F in a neighborhood of a semisimple point.
The main property of M F is to be constant along the orbits of K but also on the center of g. Let us recall that if X is a complex manifold equal to a product
where p : Y ×Z → Z and q : Y ×Z → Y are the canonical projections. Remark that O Y ⊗N is equal to the inverse image p * N . We say that a D X -module is constant along Y if it is isomorphic to a module of this form.
We assume now that g is reductive. Let c be the center of g and setg = [g, g], p = p ∩g,k = k ∩g and c p = p ∩ c. Then (g,k) is a symmetric pair withg semisimple andg =k ⊕p. We have g = c ⊕g, p = c p ⊕p and this decomposition is compatible with the stratifications of p andp defined in §3.2. The action of K on c p being trivial, S(p)
K by restriction and, δ c being surjective, F c = δ c (F ) is an ideal of finite codimension of S(p)
K . Let M Fc = Dp/I c where I c is the ideal of Dp generated by τp(k) and F c . We proved in [19, 
Proof. Assume that p = p 0 ⊕ p 1 , the action of K on p 0 being trivial and denote by δ 1 : S(p) K → S(p 1 ) K the restriction morphism, F 1 = δ 1 (F ), I 1 and M F1 the corresponding modules. We will prove the lemma in this more general situation.
We may assume that p 0 = C and choose linear coordinates (x, t) of p such that p 0 = { (x, t) ∈ p | x = 0 }. Then we identify D p1 to the subsheaf of D p of differential operators independent of (t, D t ) and τ p1 (k) corresponds to τ p (k). As F 1 is identified to a subset of F , I 1 is a subsheaf of I. For this immersion, the V η D p1 -filtration is compatible with both the V η D p and the
K it contains a polynomial in the dual variable of t that is a polynomial in the differential operator D t .
Denote θ 0 = tD t the Euler vector field of
This means that b(η + θ 0 )b(η + θ 0 − 1) . . . b(η + θ 0 − N + 1) is in the graduate of I for the V η+θ0 -filtration and shows the second part of the lemma.
In the next proposition, we assume again that g is semisimple.
Let s be a non-zero semisimple element of p.
is a symmetric pair withg semisimple andg =k ⊕p. If c is the center of g s , p s =p ⊕ (p s ∩ c). Let a be a Cartan subspace of p containing s, Φ = Φ(g, a) the root space,
(ii)If z is a point of p close to s whose semisimple part is s, the stratum of z is equal in a neighborhood of s to the set S (P,O) = { (x, y, t) | t ∈ O } where O is the orbit of the nilpotent part of z inp s . The stratum of s is 
defines an isomorphism from a neighborhood of (0, y 0 , 0) to a neighborhood of s in p hence defines local coordinates of p. These coordinates satisfy the condition (i) by definition. As k = V ⊕ k s , in a neighborhood of s the orbits of K are of the form { (x, y, t) | y = c, t ∈ K s d } for some c ∈ a ⊥ P and d ∈p s which shows (ii).Next, (iii) is satisfied from [28, lemma 3.7.] .
Let us calculate the Euler vector field θ of p in these coordinates. By definition, θ acts as θ(f )(z) = d dα f (e α z)| α=0 in linear coordinates z of p, hence in coordinates (x, y, t):
The K-action commutes with scalar multiplication hence e α F (x, y, t) = F (x, e α y, e α t) and thus θ = 
andB j (x, D x )Q j (D x ) homogeneous of degree 0 for the V -filtration. Now if Q j ∈ F ′ , there exists P j ∈ F such that P j = Q j + R j with R j of degree lower than the degree of Q j hence
which means that b(θ) + B j (x, D x )R j (D x ) is a b-function.
Let b be the b-function of M F at {0} and for each nilpotent orbit O of p let η O defined by lemma 3.4.1. For simplicity, we will write η for η O in this proof.
As R is of order −1 for the V -filtration, we can write it as a series R = k≤−1 R k with [R k , θ] = kR k . Let R k (x, t, D x , D t ) = R We decompose now each R k as a series R k (x, t, D t ) = j R kj (x, t, D t ) where each R kj is homogeneous of degree j for η, that is [R kj , η] = jR kj . By uniqueness of the decomposition, we have [R kj , θ] = kR kj hence [R kj , D xn−r ] = 2(k − j)R kj , that is R kj = R where R kj is homogeneous of degree j for η. The ideal I F contains the operators D xi for i = 1, . . . , n − r hence is generated by these D xi and by a finite number Q 1 (t, D t ), . . . , Q N (t, D t ) of differential operators independent of (x, D x ) and thus we have:
Therefore, the operator b(η) + R(0, x n−r , t, D t ) obtained by making x ′ = 0 is still in I F . In the same way, the operator obtained by integration on the path x n−r ∈ Proof of theorem 1.7.2. We defined in §3.2 a finite stratification of p. We will define a vector field η Σ definite positive with respect to Σ with trace equal to t Σ and show that M F admits a b(η Σ )-function whose roots are greater or equal to µ Σ .
Assume first that the theorem has been proved when g is semi-simple. If g is not semi-simple, we set as in remark 3.2.2g = [g, g],p = p ∩g,k = k ∩g and c p = p ∩ c where c is the center of g. The strata of p are equal to the direct sum of c p and the strata ofp. Let Σ be a stratum ofp, we associate to c p ⊕ Σ the same vector field η Σ and lemma 3.4.4 gives the result.
So, we may assume now that g is semisimple, take x ∈ p, and prove the result for the stratum Σ of x. Take first x = 0. Then Σ = {0}, η Σ = θ the Euler vector field of p with trace dim p and corollary 3.4.8 shows that M F admits a b-function b 0 whose roots are greater or equal to µ p .
Assume now that x is a nilpotent point of p. Then Σ is the orbit of x, η Σ is the vector field defined by lemma 3.4.1 whose trace is t Σ and proposition 3.4.9 shows that b 0 is a b(η Σ )-function for M F .
Consider now a non-nilpotent point x with Jordan decomposition x = s + n. We may assume by induction on the dimension of p that the theorem has been proved for the pair g s = k s ⊕ p s . As in the proof of lemma 3.2.1, we may assume that x is arbitrarily close to s. Then the result follow from proposition 3.4.6.
To end the proof of the theorem, we remark that if F is graduate, all b-functions are monodromic, this shows that the singular support p − p rs of M F is conic relatively to all vector fields η Σ by remark 1.5.3. As they do not depend on F the result is still true if F is not graduate.
The other results of sections 1.6 and 1.7 are direct consequences of theorem 1.7.2:
Proof of corollary 1.7.5. Theorem 1.7.2 shows that M F is conic-tame if for any stratum Σ we have µ Σ + t Σ > 0, that is for x = s + n ∈ Σ if µ p s + (λ p s (n) + dim 0 p s )/2 > 0. If λ p (x) > 0 for any x, this is true by definition of µ p s .
Proof of corollary 1.7.4 . Consider now a nilpotent point x of p, O its orbit. If T * p is identified to p × p, the conormal bundle to O is { (x, y) ∈ O × p | [x, y] = 0 } and the characteristic variety of M is contained in { (x, y) ∈ p×p | [x, y] = 0, y ∈ N(p) }. If x is not distinguished, there exists some semi-simple y such that [x, y] = 0 and if π is the projection T * p ≃ p × p → p, π −1 (x) ∩ Ch(M) is strictly contained in the conormal bundle to O. This is true for all points x ′ of O and thus O satisfies the condition of definition 1.5.5(ii). If x = s + n is the Jordan decomposition of x ∈ p and if n is not distinguished in p s , the same condition is still true for the stratum of x. If we assume only that λ p s > 0 for any s ∈ p semisimple, we get the inequality µ Σ + t Σ > 0 for all x = s + n such that n is distinguished hence M is weakly tame.
Proof of theorem 1.6.2. In the diagonal case, λ p s is always strictly positive which shows the theorem.
Then corollaries 1.6.3, 1.7.6 and 1.7.7 are deduced from the results of section 1.5.
Proof of proposition 1.6.4 . In the diagonal case, if Σ is a nilpotent orbit and x ∈ Σ, the trace of η Σ is t Σ = (λ g (x) + dim g)/2 ≥ (rank g + dim g)/2 while corollary 3.4.3 shows that the roots of the b-function of Σ are greater or equal to (rank g−dim g)/2. So, the roots of the b-function are greater or equal to −t Σ /δ if δ = (dim g + rank g)/(dim g − rank g). If δ(g) is the minimum of this value over all semi-simple subalgebras [g s , g s ] for s semi-simple, the roots of the b-function of Σ will be greater or equal to −t Σ /δ(g) for all strata Σ and definition 1.5.4 will be satisfied.
